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INTRODUCTION 
During the last few years research in the kinetics of 
coupled-core reactors has greatly increased. Multimodule or 
multicore designs, possessing strong coupling effects, have 
been suggested, as in propulsion reactors of the Rover Nuclear 
Rocket Program. The reason for the interest in this type of 
reactors is its economics and the possibility of increased 
safety and reliability. However, the question of the stabil­
ity and control of such reactors is not readily resolved, 
hence the need of some form of simulation of these reactors 
for more careful analysis of them prior to their actual 
construction. 
This work is a study of the possibility of constructing 
one such analog, specifically for the Chezem-Helmick model of 
the two-core reactor. This model was chosen because of its 
simplicity and its adequacy to predict kinetic behavior in 
cases where the cores are not too strongly coupled. An analog 
simulator is here constructed and tested against the experi­
mental data on which Chezem and Helmick based their model, and 
an analysis is then made of sixteen related cases to show one 
use of the analog. 
It is hoped that this work will afford some modest con­
tribution to the preliminary analysis of two-core reactor 
systems and suggest ways of making the analog simulator a 
useful tool in teaching and research. 
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Survey of Earlier Work 
A general theory of coupled core reactors was Introduced 
by Avery in 1958; existing formulations range from those of 
Cockrell, of Hansen and of Gage, based on transport theory, 
to the one-velocity diffusion treatment by Baldwin. S. J. 
Gage (6) gives a comprehensive survey of the many theories, 
sometimes branching and interrelated, which culminates in a 
unified approach to the problems of spatial and spectral cou­
pling in reactor kinetics. His unified theory is then applied 
and tested on various two-core models, one of them being that 
of Chezem and Helmick. 
A few years ago, spurred by the interest in nuclear rock­
et propulsion for space age needs, the Los Alamos Scientific 
Laboratory started a series of research projects on multiple-
core reactors. A simple theory, subsequently verified by 
experiment, was given by Chezem and Helmick mainly in 
Reference (4) and"also treated in the other papers by either 
author and by Seale. See References (4), (5)j (11)> (12) and 
(13). 
Work on electronic analog computing with applications to 
reactor kinetics has been done extensively at Argonne National 
Laboratories by the group headed by G. S. Pawlicki. Bryant 
et al. (2) published a basic treatment of electronic analog 
computing with sample applications, a few of which are in 
nuclear reactor kinetics. Analog studies in reactor kinetics 
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have been made by Hang and Manning (7) for the single core 
reactor taking into consideration six groups of delayed 
neutrons. 
This thesis is a start in the preparation of an analog 
that will be for two-core reactors what the Hang and Manning 
work is for single-core reactors; it is only a start—some 
improvement and refinement of technique and instrumentation 
must be done before the method can be considered as 
satisfactory. 
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THE CHEZEM-HELMICK MODEL OP A TWO-CORE REACTOR 
In September and October, 1964 the Los Alamos Coupled 
Reactor Experiment was performed with two Kiwi-type reactors 
operating in proximity. As a part of the program one of the 
reactors was excited by 3-microsecond pulses of l4-Mev neu­
trons from a pulse generator. The neutron generation rates 
in the pulsed core and in the passive core were followed by 
time-delay analyzers operating from neutron detectors located 
at the centers of the cores. The driving core, designated as 
Core No. 1, was the Pajarito Research Kiwi Assembly (PARKA) 
reactor and the passive core, Core No. 2, was the Kiwi-TNT 
reactor assembly subsequently destroyed in January I965 in a 
test at the Nuclear Reactor Development Station in Nevada. 
C. G. Chezem and H. H. Helmick (4) developed kinetic 
equations of the pulsed coupled system, and the response 
functions obtained from the experiment were in good agreement 
with the prediction of their theory. This section will be 
devoted to a brief exposition of the Chezem-Helmick formula­
tion and of the calculations and experimental results obtained. 
"\ 
\ 
Kinetic Equations of the Pulsed Coupled System 
The Chezem-Helmick approach to the kinetics problem of 
coupled-core reactors is basically a simplification of the 
formulations by Hansen (8) and by Seale (12) of the Baldwin 
method. The simplification consists in adopting the 
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"two-point" reactor kinetics equation, in assuming "lumped 
parameters" and in ignoring delayed neutrons. 
A "two-point" kinetics equation assumes that space is 
divided into two "points," one corresponding to the reactor 
proper and the other to the environment. It is assumed that 
one set of parameters suffices to characterize each "point ;" 
this is essentially what is implied in the term "lumped 
parameters." A cluster of reactors can be described by "two-' 
point" kinetics equations by considering each reactor in turn 
as the reactor proper and the others as part of the "environ­
ment" with respect to it. There will be, therefore, source 
terms corresponding to each of the other reactors in the 
cluster. For an n-cluster arrangement, this gives rise to n 
"two-point" kinetics equations if the reactors are nearly 
critical. 
According to this simplified version of the theory, the 
general equation for the neutron generation rate^ at the i-th 
core, , of a coupled array of m cores, neglecting delayed 
neutrons, is 
dG.(t) 6k? , m t 
dt = TT Gift) +-^ S e. . / G.(t-T) P(T)dT + Aô..ô(t) (1) 
at 1 I Û il 
The neutron generation rate, G^, here corresponds to the 
"effective prompt neutron production rate" in Hansen (8) and 
is defined by the equation G^^ = where is the 
"effective" neutron population in the reactor and is.the 
prompt neutron lifetime. The units of G^ are then n/cm^-sec. 
where e^^Gj(t-T) P(T) Is the effective source strength for 
core i at time t contributed by fissions in core j at time T 
earlier, and its integral over T is the combined effect of all 
such sources from the start, at T = 0, to T = t, the instant 
under consideration. The quantity P(T) is a probability 
factor and under the normalization y^(T)dT = 1, becomes 
the neutron effectiveness for core i of fission neutrons born 
in the j-th core, and depends on the geometry of the system. 
P(T) is chosen, assuming the fissions as random unrelated 
events, to be ^ 
1 " P(T) = 7^ e (2) 
where . is an interaction time of neutrons between the j-th 
± J 
and i-th cores. This interaction time can be related to the 
separation between the point reactor sources and the leakage 
flux and its adjoint. 
Other quantities involved in Equation 1 are defined as 
follows; is the neutron lifetime, expressed in units of p, 
/i p i.e., = -p-. The term ôk^ is the excess prompt reactivity 
of the i-th core when isolated from its environment. The 
source term Aô^^ô(t) represents a "delta-function type" pulse 
of neutrons in Core No. 1 at t = 0. 
It is more convenient to work with the Laplace transform 
of Equation 1 than with the equation as written. With P(T) 
given by Equation 2 and the usual assumption of zero initial 
condition, this is 
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ôk? 1 ^ "1 1 
sSl(s) = —T" Si(s) + 7* 2 T T~ Si (s) + AÔ,, 
L L j=l Tlj 8 + -A- J 1-L 
•' j/i ""ij 
or 
m 
sgj_(s) = a^g^is) + 
ù À  
s + 
n Sj(s) + 
^13 
(3) 
ôk^ 
where a- = —# and v. . = ^—. 
For a system consisting of only two cores, assume 
— / 2 ~ ^  i ^12 ~ G2]_ ~ G and T22 ~ T22 ~ T » so Equation 3 
becomes these two equations; 
sg^fs) = a]_g]_(s) + —^ 62(8) + A 
^ T 
sg2(s) = o.^g^{s) + — g ] _ ( s )  
^ T 
or (s-a-, )gn (s) ^ g?(s) = A 
s + i ^ 
(4) 
s + — 
Y gi(s) + (s-agjg^fs) = 0 
(5) 
These are simultaneous equations in g^(s) and ggfs) and 
can be solved. The determinant of the coefficients of g^(s) 
and ggCs) is 
S-Œt - — 
D = 
s + — 
JL 
s + Y 1 
= (s-a]_) (s-Œg) ^ 
(s + i) 
2 ' 
8 
or D 
(s-a^)(s-ag)(s + Y) -
(s + y) 
and the solutions for g, (s) and g_(s) are 
or 
gl(s) = 
gl(s) 
X 
s +i 
S—CC' A ( s-o^ ) 
D 
(s-ag) (s +-) 
D 
T  
(s-a^^) (s-ttg) (s+i) -
and ggfs) = 
s—d-
Y 
s 
A 
0 Y 
s + 
D D 
( 6 )  
( ? )  
or 
"~r-
Y(s + y) 
1 p 
( s-a-j^) ( s-a2 ) (s + y) ~ Y 
( 8 )  
If the denominator of Equations 7 and 8 can be expressed 
in factored form thus 
n 2 p 4 
(s-ttn)(s-ttp)(s + —) - Y - n (s-R.) 
X ^ T 1=1 1 (9) 
then, by the method of inverse Laplace transforms the follow­
ing equations are obtained for the neutron generation rates 
G]_ ( t ) and 03 ( t ) ; 
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1 2 
Gn(t) 4 (R.-a )(R R.t 
T= I ^ ' e 
(Rl - Rj) 
j/i 
T 2 
G i f t )  4 R.t (R.-ap)(R. +^) 
or -J- = U^e where ^ — , (10) 
^ n__ (R^ - Rj) 
l'À 
Gpft) 4 YC^Î +7) 
and — = E ^ 
^ 1:1^ 
j=l ("1 - "j) 
4 R. t Y(^^i + 7) 
or G,(t) = E V.e ^ where V. = —; 
^ 1=1 ^ , 1 ij. (11) 
n (R. - Rj 
j=l ^ ^ 
Jt^I 
To find the roots R^ of the denominators of Equations 7 
and 8 use is made of the Raphson modification of the Newton 
method of approximation. As a first approximation to the 
roots use is made of whichever of the Equations 12 through 1? 
may apply. 
2 
If ^1 ^  &2' % = + 2 (12) 
(tti-ttg) (tti +^) 
yZ 
and Rg = a2 - ^ g • (13) 
(c^i-ag) (0-2 +7) 
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If an = ttp = a, R-1 p = a ± T . (l4) 
If T22 - T21 - T, - - &+ T 
y2 
(0.2 + 
(15) 
^ ^12 ^21 ^21 ^12 
^21 ^ ^12 ^21 ^12 
From the assumptions of the theory it seems to follow that 
all the roots are negative real numbers that increase 
numerically as one goes from R]_ to Rj^. The roots Rj, are seen 
from the above equations to fall into two groups; R^ and R2 
depend on a^, and are called the Rossi-a-dominated roots; and 
R^ and R/^ depend very much on t and are called the t-dominated 
roots. The cases treated here are those where the a*s are 
relatively small, so the Rossi-a dominated roots are numeri­
cally much less than the T-dominated roots. The latter pair 
give rise to fast-decaying exponential functions and become 
negligible after a few milliseconds. 
Chezem and Helmick used a computer program (PULS) to 
solve Equations 10 and 11 for G^ft) and G2(t). All parameters 
of the calculations were determined experimentally, except t, 
the time-lag, which was approximated by 
: 
11 
T = X s T— (18) 
where Xg is the calculated leakage flux by energy group g and 
Z g is the leakage adjoint flux from a Kiwi-B core. The 
quantity x represents the center-to-center spacing of the 
cores, and v is the average velocity of neutrons in the g-th O 
energy group. 
Parameters common to both cores are, from Chezem and 
Helmick (4), 
p = 0.0078 
i-l = ^ 2 = = 31 Msec 
'0.306 $ (at 6 ft) 
0.169 $ (at 9 ft) 
ri30 lasec (at 6 ft) 
^12 ~ 21 ~ T ~ 1 
1190 usee (at 9 ft) 
The measured coupling coefficient e includes the effect of 
room return and is not the free-space coupling coefficient. 
The time tp of the peak of the response curve of Core No. 
2 can be approximated readily. If a2 # & the two roots 
R-]_ and R2 will differ from a by a slight amount, and can 
therefore be approximated as (a + Aa) and (a - Aa) respective­
ly. Hence 
G g f t )  -  e(G  +  Aa ) t  _  g ( a  -  Aa ) t  
which for small Aa (loose coupling) can be written as 
G2(t) - 2Aa t e^t. 
®12 - ^21 - G -< 
12 
This function has a maximum at t = tp where tp = - and if 
an is nearly equal to a?, a may be taken as the average: 
_ + ^ 2 
a = a = 2 • 
Results of the Chezem-Helmick Experiment 
Four cases were considered, corresponding to different 
actual core separations and reactivity settings. These con­
ditions with computed and observed parameters are shown in 
Table 1 and composite results are shown in Figures 1 through 
4. 
A Roman numeral is used to designate each case, shown in 
Column (1) of Table 1. Column (2) gives the core separation 
in feet, and Columns (3) and (4) list the reactivity settings 
of the two cores and the computed Rossi-a values. The param­
eter A is chosen to agree with the t=0 intercept in the least-
squares fitting for a series of exponential functions to the 
experimental points, done by computer, and Column (5) gives 
the value of A determined in this way.^ Column (6) shows the 
calculated values of the roots R^, and Columns (7) and (8) 
give the coefficients of the exponential terms corresponding 
The values of A for Cases II and III shown in Column (4) 
of Chezem and Helmick's Table I (4, page 12) are in error by a 
factor of 10. They should be 8.85 x 10? and 7.71 x 10', 
respectively, to conform to the values given in Columns (5) 
and (6) of the same table. 
Table 1. Comparison of theory and results of pulsed coupled core experiment^ 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) ( 8 )  ( 9 )  
Case Separation 
X  ( f t )  ôkj($) and a 2 
6k^($) 
and a 2 
A %i %1 
I 6 -2.200 -2.060 
-518.3 
3.63x10® 
-452 
-622 
-7609 
-7774 
+0.3883 
+0.6119 
-0.005921 
+0.005646 
+0.4813 0.0019 
-0.4929 
+0.005958 
+0.005621 
II 6 -1.630 
-410.1 
-1.527 
-384.2 
8.85x10? -316 
-480 
-7610 
-7773 
+0.4147 
+0.5855 
-0.005732 
+0.005469 
+0.4897 0.0025 
-0.5009 
+0.005729 
+0.005412 
III 9 -1.609 
-404.8 
-1.493 
-375.7 
7.71x10? -342 
-439 
-5217 
-5309 
+0.3506 
+0.6495 
-0.004780 
^0.004690 
+0.4689 0.0026 
-0.4783 
+0.004804 
+0.004626 
IV 9 -2.376 
-597.8 
-2.035 
-512.C 
1.08x10® -491 
-619 
-5215 
-5310 
+0.1641 
+0.8361 
-0.005253 
+0.004933 
+0.3665 0.0018 
-0.3680 
+0.005211 
+0.004898 
^From Chezem and Helmick (4), with modifications. See Footnote 1, page 12. 
and Footnote 1, page l4. 
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to the roots.^ Column (9) gives the values of the time tp of 
the peak of the response curve Ggft), computed from the 
average of a]_ and 
Figures 1 through 4 give the computed functions G^(t) and 
G2(t) for each of the cases considered in Table 1, drawn as 
smooth curves from t = 0 to t = 0.010 sec. Experimental data 
obtained by Chezem and Helmick are shown by crosses, and the 
circles are the values of the same functions obtained by the 
analog whose construction and operation will be described in 
the next section. 
It should be pointed out here that in the Chezem-Helmick 
report (4) Columns (5) and (6) of Table I (page 12) do not 
show the values of and Vj_ as stated in the headings but the 
values of AUi and AV^ respectively, and that the first two 
roots given in Column (7) must be Interchanged to conform to 
the values of and R2 as defined by their Equations 8a and 
8b, or 8c, which correspond to Equations 12, 13 and Ir­
respectively in this section. 
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Figure 1. Neutron generation rates for driving and passive 
cores for Case I 
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AN ANALOG SIMULATION OF THE 
CHEZEM-HELMICK TWO-CORE MODEL 
The primary aim of this study is the construction of an 
analog to simulate the Chezem-Helmick model of a two-core 
reactor whose theory was developed in the preceding section. 
Available are two PACE analog computers each with a maximum of 
four amplifiers that can be used as integrators, a slave con­
nection between the analog computers and a plotter. 
It is proposed to construct an analog simulating the 
Chezem-Helmick equations. It is convenient to work with these 
equations in their transfer function form, Equations 7 and 8 
in the preceding section, page 8. 
1 2 
Sl(s) (s-a2)(s+^) 
-4— = h . (18) 
(s-aQ_) (s-ttg) (s + y) -
83(8) y(S+7) 
A = : 
(s - a ^ )  ( s - t t g )  ( s -  Y  
(19) 
The method to be used here is that suggested by Jackson 
(9, page 223), which is suitable for a case such as this where 
several outputs have the same denominator. 
Define an auxiliary function as 
63(3) =Ji{G^(t)] = 2 . (20) 
(s-a^)(s-a )(s+i) - Y^ 
20 
The functions g^(s) and ggts) can be expressed as linear com­
binations of this function and its successive derivatives. 
1 2 
gl(s) = C(s-a2)(s+-) ] g^Cs) 
52(8) = CY(S +^)] G^(S) 
Transformation of the Equations 
Equations 18 and 19 can be rewritten as 
3 X XT g2 
iS "2" "3 g^(s) s^ + Kn s'' + KoS +K. 
^ s^ + + K^s^ + Kgs + Ky 
ggCs) • ys + Kg 
^ + K^s^ + Kgs + Ky 
(21) 
( 2 2 )  
where the coefficients are obtained by algebraic 
multiplication; 
Ko = 7 (23) 
= Y - ^2 (24) 
"I 2cx 2 
= ^2 - -f- (25) 
CX n 
= - — (26) 
= Y " &i " &2 (27) 
n 2 ( CC-i "^CXQ ) 
= —2 - + ^ ip-2 (28) 
21 
2a-, a, a, + 
Kg = ^ ^ (29) 
OC -T CC Q Q 
Ky = -y - Y . (30) 
Hence the auxiliary function g^(s) required by the 
Jackson method is 
So(s) = —r T 2 (31) 
^ s^ + K^s^ + + K^s + IL 
and it is this function which must first be simulated. 
Rewrite Equation 31 as 
[s^ + K^s^ + + KgS + Ky] g^fs) = A (32) 
The most convenient method for solving this equation is by 
treating it as a differential equation. 
Solution of Equation 32 
Consider the homogeneous differential equation 
d^G_(t) d^Go(t) d^Go(t) 
dG-(t) 
+ Kg —^ + KyGgtt) = 0. (33) 
Its complete Laplace transform, assuming non-zero derivatives, 
is 
[s^ + K^s^ + K^s^ + Kgs + Ky] g^Os) - [s^ + Kj^s^ +K^8 + Kg]G^(0) 
- [8^ + Kifj,s + K^]G'(0) - [s + K^]G^(0) - G^XO) = 0. (34) 
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By simple inspection it is seen that Equation 34 reduces 
to Equation 32 if G^'(t) = A and all the derivatives of lower 
order and the function itself equal zero initially.^ Here the 
solution of the non-homogeneous Equation 32 is replaced by an 
equivalent operation, the solution of a homogeneous equation 
2 
with one non-vanishing derivative as initial condition. 
Initial Conditions 
At this point in the analysis it is proper to check back 
to see if the initial conditions assumed in taking the Laplace 
transforms actually are zero. The assumed initial conditions 
are that G^(0) = 0 and GgfO) = 0 in Equation 3, and that 
Go(0) = G'(0) = G"(0) = 0 in Equation 34. The "initial 
condition" G*(0) = A with the homogeneous equation [s + K^^s"^ 
2 
+ K^s + K^s + Kyjg^fs) = 0 was there taken as replacing the 
h o p  
non-homogeneous equation [s + K^s^ + K^s + K^s + K^]g^(s) = A 
with zero initial conditions. There is no way of knowing 
before solving these equations whether or not these initial 
This leads to the conclusion that the Laplace transform 
of the impulse function is completely analogous to an initial 
condition on the (n-l)-th derivative in an n-order system, 
which is a more general statement than that found in Johnson 
(10, page 124). 
Aseltine (1, pages 22-30) gives a short discussion of 
the impulse function; specially interesting and relevant to 
the subject under discussion here is the last section which 
shows the correlation between initial condition and the im­
pulse function. The impulse function is also treated, ade­
quately for the purposes of this section, in Cheng (3, pages 
220-224). 
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conditions are satisfied, but once they have been solved these 
can always be checked. 
The solutions for G^(t) and Ggft) are, from Equations 10 
and 11, 
1 2 
Gn(t) 4 R.t (R-ap)(R. +i) 
—J— = S U.e where 
n (R,-R.) j=l ^ J 
Ggtt) 4 R.t Y(Ri+7) 
and —T— = Z V. e where V. = . 
A 1=1 1 ^ 4 
n (R.-RJ j=l ^ ^ 
The solution for G^ft) is easily obtained from its defining 
Equation 20: 
§3(3) 
^ , 1 ^  P " 4 (s-a3_)(s-a2)(s+-) -Y ^ ( g - R .  )  
i=l ^ 
for the function can be written as a sum of partial fractions 
of the form 
go(s) 4 
^ ^ (35) 
whose inverse Laplace transform is 
G_(t) 4 R.t -, 
-2^— = Z W^e where = — . (36) 
n (B. _R.) j=l ^ J 
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To find the initial values of these functions it is best 
to start with G^(t); successive differentiation of G^it) will 
give 
4 R.t 
Gj(t) = A S E.W.e ^ 
1=1 
^ 2, R.t G"(t) = A E Rfw,e ^ 
1=1 1 1 
4 o R.t 
GT(t) = A S Rfw.e 
1=1 1 1 
and at time t = 0, 
W. Go(O)—A S ^
^ 1=1 1 
4 
G'(0) = A E R.W. 
^ 1=1 ^ ^ 
4 / (37) 
G"(0) = A E R?W. 
^ 1=1 1 
4 3 
GU'(O) = A E Rfw. 
^ 1=1 
It is easy to show algebraically (see Appendix B) that 
the first three summations Involved in Equations 37 above are 
zero, and the fourth, E R^W^ = 1; so G^(0) = G^(0) = G^(0) = 0, 
and G*(0) = A. This result agrees with the Initial conditions 
assumed in Equation 34 to make it equivalent to the nonhomo-
geneous form, Equation 32, with zero Initial conditions. 
Next consider the functions G^(t) and Ggft) and their 
derivatives : 
4 R. t 
&i(t) = A E U.e 1 
^ 1=1 1 
Gp(t) = A E V. e 
^ i=l ^ 
Rj_t 
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4 E. t 4 R. t 
G'(t) = A E E.U.e ^ G'(t)=A E R.V.e^ 
1=1 ^ 1 2 1=1 ^ ^ 
4 2 4 2 
G"(t) = A E Efu e i G"(t) = A E Efv.e ^ 
1=1 1 1 ^ 1=1 1 1 
4 o E. t 4 o R. t 
GT(t) = A E E^U.e G"'(t) = A E B(V.e ^ . 
X 1=1 ^ ^ 1=1 1 1 
Their values at t = 0 are 
4 
g 
1=1 ^ 1=1 1 
G^fO) = A E GgCO) = A E V, 
4 4 
G'(0) = A E R.U, GUO) = A E R.V. 
1 1=1 1 1 1=1 1 1 
4 2 4 2 
GV(0) = A E Rfu, G%(0) = A E EfV, 
1 1=1 1 1 1=1 1 1 
4 o 4 o 
G"'(0) = A E Efu, G%%0) = A E BYV,. 
1=1 1 1 2 1=1 1 1 
The coefficients and can be expressed in terms 
W. : 
2 
= (Ei-ajXVf) Wj 
o  o  P I  2 C X q  C C O  
= [% + (? - %2)Ri + (Tg - —)\ - ;jj] w. 
and = y(R^ + ^i 
= (YRi + W. 
and the first few summations in Equation 38 then become 
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SUj^ - + (y - cc2)ER?W^ + (-^ - EW^ = 1 
SV^ = YZRiW^ + ^ SW^ = 0, 
ZR^V^ = YZR^W^ + ^  SE^W^ = 0, 
using the results, previously obtained, that EW^ = ER^W^ = 
ER? W ^  =  0 ,  a n d  E R ^ W ^  =  1 .  H e n c e  G ^ ( 0 )  =  A  an d  G ^ { 0 )  =  G ' ( 0 )  =  
0, but the other derivatives do not vanish initially. The 
initial value A for G^(t) again agrees with the "initial 
condition" assumed as an alternate method to the Laplace 
transform of the impulse function. 
Analog Solutions 
The equation for g^(s) can now be synthesized on the 
analog computer. To render the equation into a form suitable 
for analogical solution, it may be rewritten as follows: 
5^63(3) = -[K^s^ + K^s^ + Kgs + K^]g^(s) 
or s3g^(s) = _ §[Kj^s3 + K^s^ + K^s + K^]g^(s) (39) 
with the initial condition G^'(O) = A. 
Figure 5 shows the elements and connections for the solu­
tion of Equation 39* All coefficients are found to be 
positive and the diagram is made accordingly. The integrators 
numbered 1, 3, 5, and 7 in succession at the middle of the 
diagram give the successive derivatives of G^(t) and the output 
of amplifier 7 is then -G^ft), and that of amplifier 9 is 
9irn 
CL 
9am 
Xm 
Figure 5« Computer diagram for the Chezem—Helmiok model of a two—core reactor 
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which may be read and plotted if desired. The initial 
condition on G^ft) is accounted for in the circuit by a volt­
age, properly reduced by the factor a from the 10-volt source, 
connected to the I.C. (initial condition) terminal of 
amplifier-integrator 1. • -
G-j_(t) and Ggft) may now be obtained from G^(t) by the 
relations 
To produce the desired variables G^ft) and Ggft) on the 
simulator, the appropriate functions of G^(t) multiplied by 
the proper factors as specified by Equations 40 and 4l, are 
summed. The complete circuit is shown also in Figure 5> the 
summing amplifier shown at the top synthesizing the value of 
G^ft) and the one at the bottom of the figure that of G^Ct). 
The calculations for Case I of the Chezem-Helmick experi­
ment will be outlined here, to illustrate the way this problem 
is set up and put into the computer. Complete calculations 
are shown in Appendix A. 
The values of Y and of the coefficients through Ky 
computed from Equations 23 through 30 are as follows; 
S l i s )  = [s^ + K^s^ + Kgs + iy]g^(8) 
and ggfs) = [Ys + K^jg^Cs). 
(40) 
(41) 
Problem Set-Up and Scaling 
Y = 5.923 X 10^ 
Kq = 4.556 X 10^ 
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= 1.590 X 10^ 
Kg = 6.714 X 10^ 
= 3.067 X 10^° 
Yii^ = 1.646 X 10^ 
= 7.595 X 10^ 
K5 = 6.783 X 10^0 
Ky = 1.663 X 10^3. 
The equations to be solved are found by substituting 
these values for the coefficients in Equations 21 and 22. 
These are Equations 42 and 43 in Table 2a. 
Scaling 
To keep the variable voltages corresponding to the dif­
ferent variables and parameters of the problem within the 
limits of operation of the amplifiers, the variables must be 
scaled. The computer to be used is the PACE-10 which admits 
no more than 10 volts for each amplifier. In what follows the 
machine variable will be represented by placing m as a second 
subscript beside that of the corresponding problem variable. 
O 
From Table 1 and Figure 1 it is seen that A = 3.63 x 10 , 
8 7 g^(max) = 3.63 X 10 and ggfmax) = 2 x 10 . For a maximum 
8 7 
voltage of 10 volts then, make = 10 g^^, g^ = 10 Sgm' 
let A = pA_ and 9t = t . From the last relation, t = ^  t ; 
mm 8 m 
then dt = dt_, so y m 
G = a? = G = esy and 
30 
Make 9 = 10^ and with the other scaling substitutions Equa­
tions 38 and 39 become Equations A and B in Table 2b. And 
12 
with a choice of p = 10 they reduce to Equations C and D 
in the same table. 
The machine variable corresponding to the auxiliary 
function g^fs) will then be 
A 
— ""27 Ô p : 
s^ + i.646s^ + 0.7595s^ + 0.067833^ + O.OOI663 
In summary the equations to be solved on the computer are 
=- ^ [1.6468^ + 0.75953^ + 0.067833^ + 0.00l663]g3^(s) 
Slm(8) = [s^ + 1.5908% + 0.67148^ + 0.03067]g3j^(s) 
ggm^s) = [0.59233^ + 0.4556]g2%(3) 
The coefficients y, and A^^ in the original equations, 
transformed by scaling and by the gain on the amplifier con­
nections, are replaced by k^ and a in the circuit diagram 
given here as Figure 5» 
Similar computations were made for Cases II, III and IV, 
and these results with those from Case I are given in Table 3» 
The potentiometers are set to the values of the coeffi­
cients, according to the scale adopted and gain of each ampli­
fier, and curves are obtained of the outputs of amplifiers 8 
and 10 for G^(t) and G^Ct) respectively. These curves are 
shown in Figures 6 through 9> and the results read from them 
have been incorporated into Figures 1 through 4, to compare 
Table 2a. Equations 42 and 43 
Sl^s) ^  + (1.590x10^)s^ + (6.714x10*^)3 + (3.067x10^°) 
^ s^ + (1.646x10 )3^ + (7.595x10*^)3^ + (6.783x10^°)s + (1.663x10^3) 
82(3) _ (5.923x10^)8 + (4.556x10?) 
3^ + (1.646x10^)s3 + (7.595x10^)8^ + (6.783x10^°)s + (1.663x10^^) 
(43) 
Table 2b. Equations A, B, C and D 
lo^g^^ lO^Zg^ + (1.590x10^^)3^ + (6.714x10^^)3^ + (3.067x10^°) 
lO^^s^ + (1.646x10^^)s2 + (7-595x10^^ )s^ + (6.783xl0^^)s^ + (1.663x10^3) 
m ^ ' m 'm 
y 
62m ^ (5.923x10^)3 + (4.556x10?) 
P\i lO^^Sm + (1.646x10^^)82 + (7.595x10^-^)8^ + (6.783x10^^ )s^ + (1.663x10^3) 
m ^ 'm ' m ' • ^ 'm 
Slm ®m + 1-59082 + 0.67l4s^ + 0.03067 
\ 8^ + 1.6463^ + 0.75958^ + 0.067833^ + O.OOI663 
I 
S2m 0.59238 + 0.4556 
\i 8^ + 1.64683 + 0.75958^ + 0.067833^ + 0.001663 
(A) 
(B) 
( c )  
(D) 
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Table 3* Values of the parameters and coefficients for Cases 
I through IV 
Case I II III IV 
g 0.0078 
^ 31x10"^ sec 
t 3.974x10-3 sec 
G  0 . 3 0 6  $  0 . 1 6 9  $  
Ti 130x10"^ sec 190x10"^ sec 
Y 5.923x10^ 2.238x10^ 
-2.200 # 
-1.630 $ -1.609 # 
-2.376 $ 
-2.060 1 
-1.527 $ -1.493 $ -2.035 $ 
ttl -553.5 -410.1 -4o4.8 -597.8 
°-2 -518.3 -384.2 -375.7 -512.0 
A 3.63x10® 8.85x10® 7-71x10® 1.08x10® 
Ko 4.556x10^ 4.556x10? 1.178x10? 1.178x10? 
% 1.590x10^ 1.577x10^ 1.090x10^ 1.104x10^ 
K2 6.714x10? 6.508x10? 3.165x10? 3.309x10? 
K3 3.067x10^° 2.273x10^0 1.041x10^° 1.418x10^° 
1.646x10^ 1.618x10^ 1.131x10^ 1.164x10^ 
S 7.595x10? 7.155x10? 3.607x10? 3.969x10? 
K6 6.783x10^° 4.942x10^° 2.322x10^0 3.397x10^0 
K7 1.663x10^3 8.973x10^2 4.163x10^2 8.430x10^2 
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4.0X10' 
3.8 
3.G 
3.4 
I.S 
5.0 
2.8 1.4 
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1.2 2.4 
2.2 
2.0 1.0 
1.8 
1.6 0.8 
0.6 
1.0 
0.8 0.4 
0.6 
0.4 0.2 
0.2 
0.002 0.004 
Time ( sec.) 
0.006 
)
0.003 
Figure 6. Record of neutron generation rates G,(t) and 
Ggft) from the analog simulation for Case I 
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7.0 X IC 
14 xlO 
6.0 
5.0 
4.0 T 
8.0 
3.0 P 
 ^ 6.0 
2.0 
4.0 
L.O 
2.0 
0.002 0.004 
Time ( sec. ) 
0.003 0.003 0.010 
Figure ?• Record of neutron generation rates G.(t) and 
Ggft) from the analog simulation for Case II 
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3.0 
8.0 
2.G 
Go —> 7.0 
2.4 
6.0 
2.0 
5.0 
4.0 
3.0 
0.0 
2.0 
0.6 
0.4 1.0 
0.2 
0.004 QOOS 0.002 0.003 
Time (sec.) 
Figure 8. Record of neutron generation rates G^(t) and 
GgCt) from the analog simulation for Case III 
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1.5x10' 
3.2 
3.0 
2.6 
0.9 
2.2 
0.8 
2.0 
0.7 
0.6 i.S £ 
o 
0.5 
0.4 
1.0 
03 0.3 
0.6 
0.2 
0.4 
-|0.2 
0.002 0.010 0.006 0.008 
Time ( sec.) 
Figure 9. Record of neutron generation rates G,(t) and 
Ggft) from the analog simulation for Case IV 
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them with the theoretical values and the experimental results 
of Chezem and Helmick. 
Discussion of Results 
Figures 1-4 show that, except before the peaks in the 
functions G^it), the analogical results are usually greater 
than the theoretical values and that they become more and more 
divergent with time. Table 4 indicates the errors of the 
analog results, expressed as fractions of the theoretical 
values, at the ends of four equal time intervals distributed 
evenly throughout the time-range of the experiment. 
Table 4. Relative error in the analog readings 
Case I II III IV 
^1 ^2 ^1 ^2 *^1 ^2 ^1 ^2 
2.5 0.08 0.02 0.05 0.03 0.25 0.02 0.09 0.04 
5.0 0.22 0.10 0.10 0.07 0.50 0.12 0.28 0.l4 
7.5 0.50 0.16 0.28 0.20 2.00 0.30 3.00 0.50 
10.0 0.90 1.00 1.02 0.20 3.00 0.50 10.00 1.00 
Examination of the above table will reveal that in gener­
al the error in GgCt) is much less than in G^(t). An explana­
tion for this fact is that the two main terms in the function 
Ggft) are positive and negative, while those in G^(t) are both 
positive, so that the errors inherent in the analog amplifiers 
tend to cancel in G^ while they add in G^. 
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Up to a time of 5 milliseconds (50 seconds of machine 
time) the errors are less than 30% except in one instance. 
Analog computers are to be used for a machine time of from 20 
to 30 seconds, and for this limiting time the errors can be 
made to fall within a value of 10^, which is usually taken as 
an average figure for analog computations. 
Because the simulator is based on the theory, the values 
predicted by it for times less than 2 milliseconds, before the 
peak in Gg is reached, are usually closer to the theoretical 
values than those obtained in Chezem and Helmick's experiment. 
At the start of the experiment the system is sensitive to 
room-scattered neutrons and this is how the authors explain 
the results at short times.^ 
The tentative conclusion reached then is that the analog 
suggested in this work is adequate to reproduce the predic­
tions of the Chezem-Helmick theory to within the limits rea­
sonable for the kind of simulators being used and to about the 
same accuracy as the theory predicts the results of experiment, 
except for a short interval after the start of the experiment. 
In the next section this simulator will be used to study 
a simple problem that could arise in an analysis of two-core 
reactor systems; to find the effect on the neutron generation 
rates of variations in reactivity in both the driven and the 
passive cores. 
^See Chezem and Helmick (4, page 11). 
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AN APPLICATION OP THE ANALOG SIMULATOR 
Effect of Reactivity Drops 
on Neutron Generation Rates 
The analog simulator developed in the preceding section 
will now be used in analyzing a problem that might arise in 
two-core reactor design: to find the effect, on the neutron 
generation rates, of reactivity changes in the pulsed and in 
the passive cores. To consider a definite situation, the two 
cores will be assumed as in the configuration of Case I of the 
Chezem-Helmick experiment; the values of the parameters and 
some useful constants for this case are^ 
p = 0.0078 
i = 31x10"^ sec 
I = 3.974x10"^ sec 
e = 0.306 $ 
T = 130x10"^ sec 
Y = 5.923x10^ 
A = 3.63x10® 
Kg = Ï = 4.556x10^. 
The reactivities in the two cores will be assumed to 
change by constant steps, which here will be taken arbitrarily 
as a numerical multiple of the coupling coefficient e = O.306 $ 
between the two cores when six feet apart. Four reactivity-drop 
^Chezem and Helmick (4, page 8). 
4o 
values will be considered for each core: -0.612, -1.224, 
-2.448, -3.672, which will be designated by the numerals 1, 
2, 3J 4 respectively for Core No. 1 the driving core, and by 
A, B, C, D respectively for Core No. 2, the passive core. A 
particular case will therefore be denoted by a number and a 
letter, for example, lA, IB, ..., 2A, ..., 3A, ..., 4A, ... 
4D. 
The coefficients for each of these cases are computed 
as in the second section, from Equations 23 through 30. The 
details of the computation are similar to those shown in 
Appendix A for Case I of the Chezem-Helmick experiment and 
are not shown here. The resulting coefficients are given in 
Table 5» 
The coefficients and A^, modified by the scaling 
factors and the gains of the respective amplifiers, are set on 
the corresponding potentiometers according to the computer 
circuit diagram shown in Figure 5> as was done before, and 
curves of the neutron generation rates G^(t) and Ggft) are 
obtained for the I6 cases. The curves are shown in Figures 
10, 11, 12 and 13 for varying ôkg, and in Figures l4, 15, I6 
P  
and 17 for varying ôk^. These figures are traces from the 
actual graphs obtained from the plotter. 
The figures show that the generation rate G^Ct) in the 
passive core falls with increasing negative reactivity 
changes, as expected. The reverse effect is shown in the 
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vi-.--. : I'M-o i for each core: -0.612, -1.22^, 
-- , A.'.: vvlli be designated by the numerals 1, 
. , ', • r-r Core No. 1 the driving core, and by 
A, : r-- i vt-ly for Core No. 2, the passive core. A 
p a r *  1  :  ;  1  • <  r  ;  w  :  1 1  therefore be denoted by a number and a 
lett-r, : r -'x-m; lA, IE, ..., 2A, ..., 3A, ..., 4A, ... 
4D.  
if.-J • e:: lc:cntG K, for each of these cases are computed 
as In oectlon, from Equations 23 through 30. The 
details cf the computation are similar to those shown in 
Appendix A f:r Case I of the Chezem-Helmick experiment and 
are not si;own here. The resulting coefficients are given in 
Table 5 • 
The coefficients and A^, modified by the scaling 
factors and the gains of the respective amplifiers, are set on 
the corresponding potentiometers according to the computer 
circuit diagram shown In Figure 5, as was done before, and 
curves of the neutron generation rates G^(t) and Ggft) are 
obtained for the l6 cases. The curves are shown in Figures 
10, 11, 12 and 13 for varying 6k^\ and in Figures l4, 15, l6 
p 
and 17 for varying ùk^. These figures are traces from the 
actual graphs obtained from the plotter. 
The figures show that the generation rate Ggft) in the 
passive core falls with increasing negative reactivity 
changes, as expected. The reverse effect is shown in the 
4l 
Table 5. Parameters and coefficients in the analog study of 
effect of reactivity drops on neutron generation 
rates 
Case 1. = -0.612 0 
= -I54.O 
A B C D 
6^ 
-0.612P 
-1.2248 -2.4483 -3.672g 
(^2 -154.0 -308.0 -616.0 -924.0 
% 1.554x10^ 1.569x10^ 1.600x10^ 1.631x10^ 
K2 6.154x10? 6.391x10? 6.865x10? 7.339x10? 
K 0.9122x10^0 1.822x10^° 3.645x10^° 5.467x10^0 
1.569x10^ 1.585x10^ 1.615x10^ 1.646x10^ 
^5 6.394x10? 6.633x10? 7.111x10? 7.590x10? 
% 1.859x10^° 2.807x10^° 4.702x10^° 6.597x10^° 
%7 0.105x10^3 0.246x10^3 0.526x10^3 0.807x10^3 
Case 2. ôk^ = -1.224; 
= -308.0 
A B C D 
6k| 
-0.6123 -1.2243 -2.4483 -3.672g 
ag -154.0 -308.0 - 6 1 6 . 0  -924.0 
% 1.554x10^ 1.569x10^ 1.600x10^ 1.631x10^ 
K2 6.154x10? 6.391x10? 6.865x10? 7.339x10? 
K3 0.9112x10^0 1.822x10^° 3.645x10^° 5.467x10^° 
1.585x10^ 1.600x10^ 1.631x10^ 1 . 6 6 2 x 1 0 ^  
K. 7.111x10? 7.358x10? 7.850x10? 8.343x10? 
J 
Kx 4.702x10^° 5.759x10^° 7.853x10^° 9.987x10^° 
D  
K? 0.526x10^3 1.087x10^3 2 . 2 1 0 x 1 0^3 3.332x10^3 
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Table 5* (Continued) 
Case 3. ôk^ = -2.448; 
= -616.0 
A B c D 
6k| -0.6l2p 
-1.2243 -2.4483 
-3.6729 
°'2 -154.0 -308.0 —616.0 -924.0 
1.554x10^ 1.569x10^ 1.600x10^ 1.631x10^ 
Kj 6.154x10? 6.391x10? 6.685x10? 7.339x10? 
K 0.9112x10^° 1.822x10^0 3.645x10^° 5.467x10^0 
K, 1.615x10^ 1.631x10^ 1.662x10^ 1.692x10^ 
7.111xlo7 7.358x10? 7.850x10? 8.343x10? 
% 4.702x10^0 5.759x10^° 7.853x10^0 9.987x10^0 
0.526x10^3 1.087x10^3 2.210x10^3 3.332x10^3 
Case 4. ôk? = -3.6723 
a-j_ = -924,0 
A B c D 
5kP 
-0.6123 -1.2243 -2.4483 - 3 . 6 7 2 9  
CCg -154.0 -308.0 - 6 1 6 . 0  -924.0 
% 1.554x10^ 1.569x10^ 1.600x10^ 1.631x10^ 
K2 6.154x10? 6.391x10? 6.865x10? 7.339x10? 
Ko 0.9112x10^0 1.822x10^ 0  3.645x10^0 5.467x10^0 
K: 1.646x10^ 1.662x10^ 1.692x10^ 1.723x10^ 
K. 7.590x10? 7.841x10? 8.343x10? 8.846x10? 
K6 6.597x10^0 7.727x10^0 9.987x10^0 12.25x10^0 
^7 
0 . 8 0 7 x 1 0 ^ 3  1.649x10^3 3.332x10^3 5.016x10^3 
Figure 10. Neutron generation rates G^(t) and Ggft) for 
ôk^ = -0.612P, Cases lA, IB, IC and ID, where 
p . 
A, B, C, and D represent ôk_ = -0.6123, 
-1.224p, -2.448p and -3.6723, respectively 
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Figure 11. Neutron generation rates G^(t) and Ggft) for 
ôk^ = -1.224p, Cases 2A, 2B, 2C and 2D, where 
A, B, C and D represent ôk^ = -0.6l2p, -1.224p, 
-2.44p and -3.672p, respectively 
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Figure 12. Neutron generation rates G^(t) and Ggft) for 
ôk^ = -2.448p, Cases 3A, 3B, 3C and 3D, where 
A, B, C, and D represent ôk^ = -0.612P, -1.22^p, 
-2.448p and -3.672p, respectively 
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Figure I3. Neutron generation rates G_(t) and G_(t) for 
p 1 c 
ôk^ = -3.672P, Cases 4A, 4B, 4C and 4D, where 
A, B, G and D represent ôkg = -0.6l2p, -1.224p, 
-2.448g and -3.6723, respectively 
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Time ( ssc.) 
Figure l4. Neutron generation rates G-,(t) and G_(t) for p 1 C 
ôkg = -0.6l2p, Cases lA, 2A, 3A and UA, where 
1, 2, 3 and 4 represent ôk^ = -0.6l2p, -1.224p, 
-2.448p and -3.672P, respectively 
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Figure 15. Neutron generation rates G^(t) and Ggft) for 
ôkg = -1.22^3» Cases IB, 2B, 3B and 4B, where 
1, 2, 3 and 4 represent ôk^ = -0.6l2p, -1.224p, 
-2.448p and -3.672p, respectively 
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Figure l6. Neutron generation rates G^(t) and Ggft) for 
6kg = -2.448p, Cases IC, 2C, 3C and 4C, where 
1, 2, 3 and 4 represent ôk^ = -0.6l.2p, -1.224p, 
-2.448p and -3.672p, respectively 
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Figure 1?. Neutron generation rates G^(t) and Ggft) for 
ôkg = -3.6723, Cases ID, 2D, 3D and 4D, where 
1, 2, 3 and 4 represent 6k^ = -0.6l2p, -1.224p, 
-2.448p and -3.6723, respectively 
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curves for G^(t) when ôkg is varied; then the value of the 
neutron generation rate in the pulsed core increases with in­
creasing negative reactivity changes. Since this is a result 
that would not be expected from the usual mechanistic picture 
of neutron collision, scattering and fission processes, this 
matter should be looked into further. 
It was pointed out in the preceding section that the 
amplifier errors add in G^(t) and so it is reasonable to sus­
pect that the unexpected result indicated above, which is con­
trary to accepted models, might be the result of cumulative 
amplifier errors. To check this hypothesis a set of three 
related cases will be examined in more detail. 
Take the curves for G^(t) in cases IB, IC and ID where 
this abnormal effect is most clearly shown, whose neutronic 
behavior is given by the simulator as in Figure 10. To deter­
mine whether or not the curves shown there are what would be 
obtained theoretically, the differential equations must be 
solved exactly. Their solution requires 'finding the roots of 
the denominator in Equation 20 when equated to zero, and the 
difficulty in solving a complete quartic equation makes this 
approach tedious and impractical. 
Solution of the Exact Differential 
Equations (Four Roots) 
However, useful information may be obtained by taking 
three cases differing only slightly from IB, IC and ID by 
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taking as the roots of the denominator those given by Equa­
tions 12 and 13» or l4 and 15. Let the resulting cases be 
denoted by primes: IB', IC, ID'. The complete calculations 
for the first case, IB', are given in Appendix C. The coeffi­
cients for these cases are shown in Table 6, and the solutions 
of these in the analog simulator are as shown in Figure 18. 
Comparison of the values in Tables 5 (Cases IB, IC and ID) 
with those in Table 6 show small differences, which demon­
strate that the exact differential equations being considered 
in this section are really close to those considered in the 
preceding one. 
The curves show the same trend found earlier, that the 
neutron generation rate in the pulsed core increases when the 
reactivity in the other core drops. This is an indication 
that the simulator here developed fails in this case. Com­
parison with the theoretical values shows that in all cases 
the analog values are greater than the theoretical values, 
evidently due to the accumulated positive errors from the 
amplifiers. 
To obtain an idea of the magnitude of these errors and 
how they are distributed over the four terms in the solution, 
the solution will next be studied more closely. 
Of the four terms in the result, it is seen by inspection 
that the contributions of the third and fourth terms (from the 
T-dominated roots) are much smaller than those of the first 
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Table 6. Coefficients 
differential 
for the analog solution 
equations (four roots) 
of the exact 
ôk^ = 
-0 .612 
ai = -•154.0 
IB' IC ID' 
P 
-1.224 -2.448 -3.672 
"•2 -308.0 -616.0 -924.0 
h 1.569x10^ 1.600x10^ 1.631x10^ 
h 6.334x10? 6.864x10? 7.347x10? 
h 1.822x10^0 3.645x10^° 5.468x10^° 
h 1.585x10^ 1.616x10^ 1.646x10^ 
•^5 6.633x10? 7.112x10? 7.591x10? 
^6 2.815x10^° 4.702x10^0 6.599x10^° 
4 
0.246x10^3 0.532x10^3 0.814x10^3 
and second terms (from the Rossi-a-dominated roots), and a 
quick calculation shows the ratio of the magnitudes to be of 
the order of 10"^ or smaller. Hence it might prove instruc­
tive to consider another set of equations retaining only the 
first terms (that is, with only two roots in its characteris­
tic equation), and see how the analog simulator will solve 
this case. 
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Figure 18. Neutron generation rates G,(t) for Cases 
IB', IC , ID' 
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Solution of the Exact Differential Equations 
• _ (Two Roots) 
The equations to be solved, in their transfer function 
form, are 
gl(s) «3, U 
and 
s-R^ s-Rg 
1 =-"2 
The first may be transformed algebraically as shown 
below; 
Sl(s) ^ Ug 
3-R^ s-R 2 
U^s - U^Rg + UgS - UgR^ — 
(s-R^)(s-Rg) 
(U;L + U2)s + (-U^Rg - UgR^) 
s^ + (-R^ - Rgjs + R^Rg 
g-, ( s ) s + M, 
or ^ . (46) 
s"^ + M^s + 
In a similar way it can be shown that 
ggCs) M^s + 
^ s^ + M^s + 
(47) 
In the above Equations 46 and 4? 
Ml = + U M3 = + Vg 
Mg " ~^1^2 ~ ^2^1 ^4 ~ —V^Rg - VgR^ 
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^5 " 
Mô = 
Analog simulation 
The equations to be solved in the analog computer are 
then 
g]_(s) M^s + Mg 
—7— = —p 
+ M^s + 
ggCs) Mys + 
T = ~~n • 
s^ + M^s + Mg 
To solve these, let 
83(3) _ 1 (48) 
Â 2 * 
^ s^ + M.s + 
Then g]_(s) = (M^s + M^) g^(s) 
and ggfs) = (M^s + Mj^) g^(s). 
To find G^(t): 
(s^ + M^s + M^) g^(s) = 0, G'(0) = A 
s^g^(s) = -(M^s + Mg) g^fs) 
sg^(s) = - |(M^s + M^) g^fs) 
The circuit diagram for an analog computer to solve the 
Equations 46 and 4?, through the use of the auxiliary variable 
defined in Equation 48, is shown in Figure 19. The integra­
tors 1 and 3 give G^(t) and its first derivative, and linear 
combinations of these are made up to form G^(t) and Ggft). 
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<-10 V 
LC. 
Figure 19. Computer diagram for the solution of the 
reduced differential equations, Cases 
IB", IC", and ID" 
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These functions will be the outputs of amplifiers 8 and 10 
respectively. 
The shortened equations will be designated with double 
primes: IB", IC", ID". A typical calculation (for case IB") 
is shown in Appendix D. Table 7 gives the coefficients in 
Equations 46 and k? for the three cases IB", IC", and ID". 
And the solutions of these cases for G^(t), obtained from the 
analog simulator, are shown in Figure 20. The curves obtained 
are very close to the theoretical values, obtained from the 
known solutions of the differential equations. 
Table 7. Coefficients for the analog solution of the exact 
differential equations (two roots) 
IB" IC" ID" 
«1 1.000 1.000 1.000 
308.0 616.1 924.2 
- 0.01065 - 0.01110 - 0.01162 
% 76.95 76.88 76.80 
"5 463.7 771.8 1080 
4 3-984x10^ 8.875x10^ 13.64x10^ 
Effect of the Coefficients 
The two related questions may be asked. How sensitive is 
the simulator to variations in the coefficients K^? To what 
degree would an error in setting up the values of the coeffi­
cients on the potentiometers affect the curves? 
6? 
5.0 
2.2-
2.0 
N. 
1.4 
ID' 
0 I I I ! I I I ! 1 ! 1 
0.C02 0.004 0.CCG C.0C3 0.0:0 
Time (ssc. ) 
Figure 20. Neutron generation rates (t) for Cases 
IB'', IC", ID" J-
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To answer these questions in the present instance case 
IB' was run a number of times, each time with a different value 
of one of the coefficients K^. The graphs obtained are shown 
in Figures 21 through 2?, corresponding to variations in K^, 
Kg, ... Ky respectively. 
The coefficients and Kp have the greatest effect on 
the shapes of the curves, while and have little or no 
effect except within one millisecond after the start. How­
ever, the fact that these curves have been shown to be differ­
ent by making small variations in the values of the coeffi­
cients is an indication that manual setting of the potenti­
ometers, guided by visual checking of the values to about 2 
parts in 1,000, gives reasonably accurate results, and this 
cannot be taken as a source of the errors noted earlier. 
Summary of Results 
A comparison of the analog solutions of the two sets of 
differential equations will show the relative accuracy with 
which the analog simulator developed here can give results. 
Typical data are given in Table 8 for the two sets, together 
with theoretical values and the differences or errors. The 
exact equations (primed) show about the same magnitude of 
errors as the original set (unprimed) to which they are very 
close as shown earlier, but the reduced-order equations 
(double-primed) show considerably less error. 
Figure 21. Effect of different values of K, on the curve 
of G^(t) 
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Figure 22. Effect of different values of on the curve 
of G^(t) 
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Figure 2]. Effect of different values of K„ on the curve 
of G^(t) . ^ 
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Figure 24. Effect of different values of K,, on the curve 
of G^(t) 
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Figure 25. Effect of different values of on the curve 
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Figure 26. Effect of different values of K/ on the curve 
of (t) 
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Table 8. Comparison of the analog solutions for the sets of differential equations 
A. Exact differential equations (four roots) 
IB' IC ID' 
Time 
(sec) Analog Theor. Dlff. Analog Theor. Dlff. Analog Theor. Dlff, 
0 3.63 3.63 0.00 3.63 3.63 0.00 3.63 3.63 0.00 
0.0010 3.12 3.12 0.00 3.16 3.12 0.04 3.21 3.12 0.09 
20 2.86 2.70 0.16 2.89 2.69 0.20 2.97 2.68 0.29 
30 2.59 2.35 0.24 2.62 2.32 0.30 2.71 2.32 0.39 
40 2.33 2.05 0.28 2.36 2.01 0.35 2.47 2.00 0.47 
50 2.10 1.80 0.30 2.13 1.75 0.38 2.27 1.73 0.54 
60 1.88 1.59 0.29 1.93 1.52 0.41 2.11 1.49 0.61 
70 1.69 1.40 0.29 1.76 1.32 0.44 1.96 1.29 0.67 
80 1.54 ^.24 0.30 1.63 1.14 0.49 1.83 1.11 0.72 
90 1.40 1.10 0.30 1.51 0.99 0.52 1.73 0.96 0.77 
100 1.30 0.98 0.32 1.42 0.86 0.56 1.60 0.83 0.77 
Table 8. (Continued) 
B. Exact differential equations (two roots) 
Time 
(sec) Analog 
IB" 
Theor. Diff. Analog 
10" 
Theor. Diff. Analog 
ID" 
Theor. Diff. 
0 3.63 3.63 0.00 3.63 3.63 0.00 3.63 3.63 0.00 
0.0010 3.12 3.12 0.00 3.09 3.12 - 0 . 0 3  3.20 3.12 0.08 
20 2.73 2.70 0.03 2.67 2.69 -0.02 2.79 2.68 0.11 
30 2.39 2.35 0.04 2.27 2 .32 -0.05 2.43 2.32 0.11 
40 2.09 2.05 0.04 1.98 2.01 - 0 . 0 3  2.10 2.00 0.10 
50 1.85 1.80 0.05 1.80 1.75 0.05 1.83 1.73 0.10 
60 1.63 1.59 0.04 1.49 1.52 - 0 . 0 3  1.59 1.49 0.10 
70 1.44 1.40 0.04 1 . 2 9  1.32 - 0 . 0 3  1.38 1.29 0 . 0 9  
80 1.26 1.24- 0.02 1.13 1.14- -0.01 1.20 1.11 0 . 0 9  
90 1.13 1.10 0.03 0.97 0.99 -0.02 1.04 0.96 0.08 
100 1.01 0 . 9 8  0.03 0.86 0.86 0.00 0.92 0.83 0.09 
od 
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From these results a preliminary conclusion can be 
deduced; that the proposed simulator contains inherent errors 
in the amplifiers which add in the synthesis of G^(t). How­
ever, if the number of amplifiers is reduced.(and hence the 
order of the differential equation being solved), there is 
not only a marked decrease in the errors but a randomness 
appears, the errors being sometimes positive, sometimes 
negative. 
In summary, although the analog simulation described in 
this work is still far from being exhaustively studied, it 
may be considered, to within accuracies usually accepted for 
simulator analyses, as adequate for preliminary studies of 
two-core reactor systems according to the Chezem-Helmick 
model. There is, however, a tendency toward greater errors 
in G^(t) than in Ggtt) because of the addition of individual 
errors in the amplifiers and there is always a residual error 
as shown by the curves not being asymptotic to the positive 
t-axis but to an axis a short distance above it. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
The analog computer circuit developed In this work for the 
simulation of the neutronic behavior of the two cores of a 
coupled-core reactor according to the model of Chezem and 
Helmick has been checked with the four cases experimentally 
studied by the proponents of the model, and was found accurate 
within the accepted limits for analog computer calculations 
for runs not exceeding about 30 seconds of machine time. It 
has also been applied to a study of the effect of reactivity 
drops in either core on the neutron generation rates, and the 
results obtained have been in accordance with the accepted 
models of neutron propagation and multiplication processes, 
except in the case where the effect of reactivity changes in 
the passive core was considered. In this case however it is 
suspected that the errors arise from the voltage errors 
inherent in the amplifiers themselves. 
The simulator here proposed is, however, far from being 
complete. Further research along this line might take two 
directions; one is to study this simulator for the Chezem-
Helmick model in greater detail, using more complex circuits 
allowing the use of greater number of amplifiers, wider range 
in voltage and more flexibility in the choice of amplifier 
gains, preferably to the point where each parameter of the 
problem enters into the solution by Itself and not in com­
bination with others as in the present work. If this can be 
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done positive and negative errors in the majority of cases 
will cancel out and the results are expected to be more accu­
rate than those obtained here. 
Another direction that this type of research can take is 
the investigation of the possibility of simulating other 
models to explain neutronic behavior of coupled-core reactors. 
Particularly interesting would be a study like this one of the 
Delta Function Model and the Delayed Shaped Pulse Model, both 
of which lead to pairs of conjugate complex roots which im­
plies that the solutions would show high frequency oscilla­
tions converging to the negative real parts of the roots. The 
periods of oscillation associated with these complex roots, 
ranging from 0.08 to 0.30 milliseconds for the delta-function 
model and about ^ to 5 milliseconds for the delayed shaped 
pulse model, might give difficulties in time-scaling because 
the plotter cannot be expected to respond properly to these 
periods. There is experimental evidence for these small high-
frequency oscillations superimposed on the gross response 
functions, hence provision for these oscillations should be 
incorporated into the existing theory. 
Two other areas of further research can be briefly men­
tioned; the extension of this method to include temperature 
effects in both cores, and the simulation of non-linear 
dynamics models of two-core reactor systems. 
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APPENDIX A 
Computation of the K's 
p = 0.0078 
l-\_ - I2 ~ ^  =31 usee = 31x10"^ sec 
. J* = !* = 1 = o^ooyB = 3.974x10-3 sgc  
Case 2" 
^12 ~ ^21 ~ ^  ~ 0.306 $ (at 6 ft) 
Ti2 = = T = 130 usee = 130x10"^ sec (at 6 ft) 
ôk^ = -2.200 $ 
6kg = -2.060 $ 
" 4 '  
Vxe = ^21 = Y = = 5.923X10-
= 592,300 
= I = 2.923x10^ == ij-.556x10^ 
130x10"^ 
V 2 
*1 = T - *2 
^ - (-518.3) 
130x10' 
= 2(7,692) + 518.3 = 15,902 = 1.590x10^ 
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= (7,692)2 _ 2(-2l8.3) 
130x10"° 
= 5.917x10? + 7.974x10^ 
.= 6.714x10? 
K3 = - = 3.067x10^° 
J T? (130x10-^)2 
TT 2 
K4 = ? - Gl - %2 
= 2(7,692) _ (-553.5) - (-518.3) 
= l6,46o 
= 1.646x10^ 
. _ 1 2(ai+a2) 
^5 - Ip" T + %1%2 
= (7,692)2 _ 2(-553.5 - 518.3)(7,692) + (-553.5)(-518.3) 
= 5.917x10? + 1.649x10? + 2.869x10^ 
= 7.595x10? 
2a-, a-, + 
^6 = -T- — 
= 2(-553.5)(-5l8.3)(7,692) - (-1071.8)(7,692)2 
= 4.414x10^ + 6.342x10^° 
= 6.783x10^0 
92 
ex -1 (X o o 
-M - r  
(-553.5)(-518.3)(7,692)2 _ (5.923%lo3)^ 
1.698x10^3 - 3.508x10^1 
1.663x10^3 
+ 
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APPENDIX B 
Expansion and Evaluation of SW^, SR?W^, SR?¥^ 
(Rg-R^jlRg-R^JlRg-R^) 
1 J. 1 
IR^-R^JtR^-RgjlR^-R^) (R^-R^}(R^-R2)(Ri^-R3) 
[ (R2-R3 ) (Rg-R^) (R^-R^^) - (R^-R^) (R^^-R^j,) (R^-R^j,) 
+ (Ri-R2)(Ri-R4)(R2-R4) - (R^-RgjfRi-R^jtRg-R^)] 
(R^-Rg) (R^j^-R^) (R^-Ri^) (R2-R3) (Rg-Ri,.) (E^-Rj^) 
The numerators are of the form 
(Vb'(V®o)(VHo> 
= - Ea«b + BbEo - + Ba^o " 4^0' 
(HIEj - H2R3 + - R^nl + EgE^ - E^B^ 
- E^Rj + E^E? - E^Ejj + EjE^ - E^sg + E^Bij 
E^Ej - E^E^ + E|E^ - EgE^ + E^E^ - E^R^ 
^ - B^R; + «1«2 + 52=1 ' , g 
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(E^R^R^_E^RgE^+R]_R^Rj^_E^R^Rg+R^RgR^_R^R2R^ 
- R^RgR^+R^RgRyRgR^R^+RgR^R^-R^RgR^+R^RgR^ 
+ R^RgR^-R^^RgR^+RgR^R^-RgR^R^+R^R^R^-R^R^R^^ 
_ - RZRgR^+RiRZRfj^-RZR^R^+RgR^E^-RiRZR^+RZR^R^) 
ZR^W^ — — 0 
(R^-Rg )(R^-R^)(R^-R^)(Rg-R^)(R^-R^)(R^-R^) 
(R^R2E^-E^R2E^+E^B^R2j.-RiR]B^+RlB2R^-R^E^R2^ 
- R^RgR^+R^RgR^-RgR^R^^+RgR^R^-R^^R^R^+R^R^R^^ 
R^RgR^-R^^R^E^+R^R^R^-RgR^R^+R^R^R^-R^R^R^ 
222% ^ - RfH^Rg^E^RlHg-RlE^Hg+EgR^Rl-R^ElRgfE^E^Rg) ^  
(R^-Rg ) (R^-Rj ) (R^-R^ ) (Rg-R. ) ( E^-R^^) (R^-R^ ) 
(E^EgE^-E^EgE^+E^B^R^-R^E^E^+E^EgE^-E^RgB^ 
- r^R^R^+R^R|R^-R|R^R^+R^R^R^-R^R|R^+R^R|RI^ 
E^EgE^-E^B^E^+E^E^E^^-EgE^Eg+E^E^Eg-R^B^R^^ 
3 = - RiRgR^+R^RgR^-B^B^B^+EgE^B^-B^B^Bg+R^R^R^) 
^ ^ (R^-Rg) (R^-E^) (R^-R^) (Rg-R^) (Eg-R^) (R^-E^) 
Expand the denominator: 
(R^-Rg)(B^-B^)(B^-B^)(B^-B^)(Bg-B^XB^-B^) 
= ( B^-Bg ) (B^-B^ ) ( Eg-B^ ) (B^-R^ ) ( R^^-R^) (R^^-R^ ) 
= (R^-R^Rg-R^^R^+BgR^) (Rg-RgR^-RgR^^+R^R^^llR^^R^-R^^Rj^-R^Ri^+R^) • 
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Multiply the second and third factors; 
- Ej_H|R,j, - EfEjEi^ + - Ej^E^Rj + E^E^EyE^ + E^E^E^ 
~ ~ ^1^2^3^4 ^1^2^4 ^2^3^4 ~ ^2^4 ^1^3^4 ~ ^1^3^4 
- H^H| + EjE^. 
Multiply this result by the first factor: 
E^E^Ej -.E'E^B^ - S^E^EjE^ + - E^EgE^ + E^EgE^E^ 
- B^RgR^ + - B^EjB^ - E^E^E^ + B^RJE^ 
- E^EIej + E^E^E^ + Ej^E^EjE^ - Rj^E^E^ + E^E^E^ - E^E^E^E^ 
- RiE|E^ + B^E^E^ - B^EgE^R^ + E^EgE^E^ + E^EgEZEZ - E^EgE^B^ 
- B^EgE^ + E^E|EJBjj + Ej^E^BjEij^ - B^EgE^B^ + B^EgB^ - E^EgE^E^ 
- E^EJEJEI + E^BgE^B^ - E^E^B^ + B^E^E^ + Bj^B3E^ - EJ^B^EJ 
EIE|EJ - E^ B^ E^ E^  - E^ EJB^  + E|B„E^  - E^ BGE^  + E|E3BJ|^  
HIR2®3®4 - EgB^E^ + E^BgE^B^ - E^EgS^E^ - EgE^E^ + EgE^E^, 
which can be reduced to the same form as the numerator; so 
ER?W^ = 1. 
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APPENDIX C 
Sample Computation for the Four-Root Case 
= -154.0, a = -308.0, i = 7,692, Y = 5.923x10^ 
2 
R. = an + ^ 5" = -154.0 + (5.923x10^) 
(ai_a2)(a,+^) (154)(7538)2 
= -154.0 + 4o.i = -113.9 
2 
H, = a, n, = -308.0 - (2-921x10^), 
(a,-a2)(a24)' (154) (7384)2 
= -308.0 - 41.8 = -349.8 
'3.4 = -7± ± 
= -7692 ± 79 
R3 = -7613 
% = -7771 
SR^ = -1.585x10^ 
ZR^Rj = 6.633x10? 
ZR^RjR^ = -2.805x10^° 
nR^ = 0.236x10^3 
+ (1.585x10^)s3 + (6.633x10"^ )s^ + (2.805x10^0)8 + 0.236x10^^ 
"l = (23^.9 H?iU]V7657) = +«'8229 
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2 
2 
2 ^ (-235.9)(7263)(7421) " +0.1772 
U = (-41.8)(7342) 
' -0-005298 Uo = 3  K - J  K - Y ' ^ o : ) )  \  
,2 
U4 -  (-7657M-7421)(-158) ~ +0-005188 
G^ ( t )  = 0.8229e"^13 . 9 t  +  0.1772e"349 .8 t  _  q .005298e"' 
+ 0.005l88e-?771t 
V _i!viL 
i  n(R^ -R . )  
= -0.3313 
'2 = (-235^9?l72é3Sl7tel) " -0-3420 
^ 3  =  ( - f e 9 ) ( - 7 2 6 3 i n j 8 )  =  + 0 . 0 0 3 4 3 7  
\ = (-7657)?-7teli(-!58) = +0.005212 
G2(t) = 0.3313e"^^3'9t _ o.3420e"349.8t o.005437e~'^^^^^ 
+ 0.005212e"?771t 
ZLLfRj+R^+R^) = 1.569x10^ 
ZU^ZRjR^ = 6.390x10? 
98 
= 1.822x10^° 
+ (1.569x10^)3^ + (6.390zl0?)s + (1.822x10^°) 
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APPENDIX D 
Sample Computation for the Two-Boot Case 
Prom Appendix C 
= -113.9 = 0.8229 = 0.3313 
Eg = -349.8' Ug = 0.1772 V = -0.3420 
Ml = Ui + U2 = 0.8229 + 0.1772 = 1.0001 
Mg = -U^Rg-UgBi = -(0.8229) (-349.8) -  (0.1772) (-113-9) 
= 287.9 + 20.2 = 308.0 
M3 = Vi + Vg = 0.3313 - 0.3420 = -0.0107 
= -ViRg-VgEi = -(0.3313)(-349.8) - (-0.3420)(-113.9) 
= 115.9 - 39.0 = 76.9 
M. = -R^ - Eg = -(-113.9) - (-349.8) = 463.7 
^6 " %^2 " (-113.9) (-349.8) = 3.984x10^ 
&l(s) ^  s + 308 
^ + 463.7s + 3.984x10^ 
Let s = lO^s^. 
Elm(s) ^  + 308 
\ + 463.?xio3s^ + 3.984x10^ 
10^(8^ + 0.308) 
10^(3%+ 0.46378% + 0.03984) 
or Slm(s) + 0.308 
m s2 + 0.46378 + 0.03984 
